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Start. First project.2016

We (me and my friend Dastan Modubashov) started with an idea to make animated 
history of the Kyrgyz Republic. History of 2200 years in just  20 videos!



First project.
2016.





I had two teams after the first project in 2017 and 2018: “Qaragat” and “Chuck Chuck”. In Qaragat
together with my friend Dastan Modubashov we were doing animation projects, and in Chuck Chuck
together with my friend Aziret Kadyrov we were participating to IT Hackathons and getting always
2nd place in those competitions. In the end of 2018 me, Dastan and Aziret decided to open animation
studio. Professional studio which is set to make great projects and be profitable. We registered studio
in January 2019. We believe we will make projects that will make generations of free and brave.
That’s the dream that motivates us every single day. One of the first steps of our company was to join
Creative Spark program. That’s how it started.
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My first meeting with Creative Spark program started with a big understanding how copyrights
are important. I studied International relations during my university, and that dimension took
me into interesting path. I remember a mentor from Uzbekistan who told me about some useful
tips to understand copyrights easier and more fast. In addition to copyrights it was important
that program started in cooperation with CACSARC-KG. Through these years CACSARC-KG
became good mentors and partner for me. Since Intangible culture heritage is a topic, that
sometimes makes us on the edge of conflict with people, when they do not like our interpretation
of things, we needed knowledge about Kyrgyz culture which CACSARC-KG and Dinara
Chochunbaeva were collecting for years.





Since 2019 we did documentaries about artisans. We did animation on the epic Manas. With the name
of that project we got a lot of offers to make commercial videos and animation. We made project
Ustaqana which was planned to teach arts online. We failed with Ustaqana with lack of knowledge in
sales, but sold platforms like Ustaqana to different businesses. We made first Cyberpunk project in
Central Asia named “Saikal: Until they are gone”. That project helped us grow fast. Today we are
confident about making long - animated movie (60 minutes). Every project, every seminar, training,
collaboration was driving us forward towards our dream. Creative Spark and CACSARC-KG are two
aircraft turbines helping us move smooth and forward.





I was a finalist to Creative Spark Big Idea challenge in 2020. I suggested animation on Manas
epic, which my team did. Project is still ongoing. This year we will release another 6 episodes of
the epic Manas. I learned some useful skill after Big Idea team gave us a business consultant.
After that experience I started to teach myself. I made some trainings, I was invited to a lot of
seminars and meetings where I was sharing with my experience. I made trainings to Kyrgyz
museums in all regions on the topic of attracting audience to their museums through social media
and technology. I was making meetings with business people on copyrights based on my
experience. I was meeting with students in different regions of the Kyrgyz Republic. Starting
from a person taking experience I transformed into one who shares it now.





I started to work with initiative group that was working on “Creative Industries Park” Law in 2021.
There were also CACSARC-KG and Altynai Osmoeva from Creative Spark program. Together, using
knowledge about Creative Economy from Creative Spark we were contributing to foundation of
Association of Creative Industries of the Kyrgyz Republic, and creation of Park of Creative Industries
of the Kyrgyz Republic. First Park in the World that I know so far. Simply, it is exterritorial free tax
zone for creative industries. This idea of creation of Park united us and gives us new opportunities.
Today, on 8th of August 2022 the President of the Kyrgyz Republic signed final document on Park.
From this day and further there is something interesting waiting us.
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